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White
Good evening.  Uncertainty is an inevitable part of living with a visual disability. When you have poor sight or none at all, small changes to the environment can throw out your careful calculations in a moment. But what happens when your whole environment is based on uncertainty, when you live in or near a battle zone, and your circumstances can change in an instant, with little or no warning? 

For tonight's programme I've been talking to two people who live on either side of one of the world's most troubled borders, and where for the past fortnight conflict has been intensifying.  Dalal Al-taji lives in South Gaza, just a few kilometres from where the main fighting is taking place. Naama Shang lives in a small town north-east of Tel Aviv.  A few days ago she came to the UK to study, she joined us from the Edinburgh studio. Both are totally blind. Yesterday we brought them together through Skype and a radio line to compare notes. They both have unusual backgrounds - Naama first. 

Shang
I was born in Argentina and grew up mostly in the US but also in Israel so obviously I lived in those three places as well as Australia for a while.  And well right now I’m in Scotland planning to study.

White
And can I just ask you what took you back to Israel to live permanently?

Shang
Well the thing was I lived in Israel for a few years when I was growing up and I think in my mind you have childhood memories and you idealise a place when you’re eight, nine, 10 years old and then I went back as an adult to see – because I thought it was going to be the same – well it wasn’t.

White
Let me bring in Dalal because your beginnings are also quite unusual aren’t they, just explain.

Al-taji
Well actually I was born in Lebanon in the late ‘70s during the Lebanon War.  I actually was – I lost my family when I was a baby, I was found among the demolished houses, somebody took me to the Palestine Crescent Society in Lebanon.  I don’t know my family, I actually don’t know who they are or what – where I’m exactly from.  I know I’m Palestinian, I know I’ve lived in Lebanon but I don’t know my family are actually.  So I stayed in Lebanon for around two or three years.  I moved to Cairo in 1984 and I studied all my schooling there and then in ’95 after the Oslo Peace Accord I came back to the Gaza Strip where I’m living – currently living.

White
So you have spent quite a lot of time in potentially dangerous areas?

Al-taji
Yeah, I mean I was born in Lebanon, I saw the Lebanon War and then yeah.  I did my masters in Edinburgh actually.

White
So you’ve both got an Edinburgh connection as well.

Al-taji
Exactly.

White
Let me ask Naama about what the last really few weeks and the kind of situation you find your – yourself in, I mean can you just explain what effect that has on your life and how you know when trouble is coming?

Shang
I live in the centre of Israel, just north of Tel Aviv, and so a lot of the time we’re fortunate in that we don’t get a lot of the troubles directly, obviously we’re aware of them.  But this time the trouble has gotten close to home, in fact rockets over our town and air raid sirens and us having to go to the bomb shelters.

White
As a visually impaired person how do you get to know what’s happening?

Shang
The siren is audible, so if we can hear it and there were instances where we couldn’t hear it, that’s good.  Then we have 90 seconds to get to our shelter.  Now people who are closer to the source of the trouble may have as little as 15 seconds.  Now sometimes if you’re listening to the television it flashes on the screen…

White
Which you might miss presumably.

Shang
Which we might miss, I always worry about that.  So a lot of the time I find myself reading Twitter and it’s quite interesting to read Twitter when I should get it from my local television.  If you’re listening to the radio whenever the alert comes it actually comes over whatever’s being broadcast.  On the TV, as I said, it’s written on the screen and so they will go on – they will stop after a little bit but if they’re in the middle of something they’ll finish it.  And the radio’s instantaneous.

One thing I’d like to add is that another sound that we hear as well is explosions, whether it’s the rockets or the interceptions, so that sometimes we hear that before the sirens.  We are fortunate in that we actually have a shelter in our flat.  Newer buildings have to have a shelter either in the flat or in the building.  So it’s a matter of walking 10 feet.  But for other – I know that for other blind people it’s quite difficult because there is like a communal one in the building or maybe on the street or around the block and 90 seconds sounds like a long time for some people but it’s actually not a very long time.  

I have been contacted by social services asking whether we do need help getting to the shelter because they obviously didn’t know that we had one in the flat.

White
And what would happen if you were out?

Shang
Well this is the thing.  Before – obviously before we left we kind of stopped going out except for very, very necessary things because I didn’t want to be caught out and not know where to go and it’s very, very hard to just follow other people or to see signs or things like that.  And I found – I found it very disruptive, even if one of us went to walk the dog or to throw out the rubbish, it was scary, I just wanted everyone to be inside and it was very disruptive, it’s all consuming, it really is.

White
And Dalal, what about you, what about warnings?

Al-taji
Actually we don’t have the warnings and we don’t have sirens like what Naama was talking about.  We just hear the warning and because we’ve been – I mean I’ve been living in Gaza for around 18 years now and we’ve seen two wars before that and I’ve been living in Lebanon so I know where – I mean the sounds that come are different.  I know that the warnings from the sea, due to the sound I hear that it’s from the sea.  I know the warnings from the plane because the sound – it’s different.

White
Can you explain how it’s different?

Al-taji
I don’t know how to actually explain the sound, you know what I mean.  Of course the plane you hear it closer because it’s high above your head.  Another thing that we have is the drones, we call it [Arabic name] in Arabic because it gives [indistinct words] the drones and that’s basically here all the time, I mean I can hear it now.  It’s like a surveillance plane.

White
And what do you have to do – I mean Naama talked about having 90 seconds – what about you?

Al-taji
I can’t do anything.  Well the thing is – if you don’t mind me explaining – Gaza is a very small densely populated area.  It’s 45 kilometres long and living 1.6 million people.  So the houses are really close together, so there’s no shelter you could go.  Either you have to stay in your house or you have to try to go somewhere where it’s far from the border or far from the clash points.  But we don’t have shelters where people could just go to because there’s no place for them.  Of course we keep the windows open, we have to keep windows open because if any bombing happens and it shakes the glass then doesn’t break.

White
Naama, you talked about the problem of going out because of not knowing where shelters are, I mean what effect was this having on your day to day life?

Shang
I found that I cancelled pretty much everything except for very essential things like going to the chemist or getting some milk and bread, everything else you just stay home.

White
So would you go out on your own under normal circumstances…

Shang
Yes absolutely, absolutely no question yes.

White
But not at the moment?

Shang
Yes.

White
Dalal, what about you because you work – you teach – have you been able to carry on with your job?

Al-taji
No, I haven’t been out of my house since two weeks now because I mean as Naama said you’re really worried about what could happen if you are out.  So basically I just – it’s really affected me because my office is a bit far from the other offices of the building where I work, so I can’t really go there in case anything happens.  So I’m just staying at home.  If there’s anything needed from me I could go on the computer at home, otherwise it’s just – I can’t really go out because you don’t know what could happen.

White
And you can’t socialise really – see friends?

Al-taji
No, no, I can’t see – I can’t socialise, I can’t see anybody.  I just call my friends, either via Facebook, via telephone, via Skype, just to check how they’re going.

Shang
It’s exactly the same, everything stops.

Al-taji
Exactly.  One thing I forgot to say about warning is some people get notices, either via leaflets from the Israeli side or via phone calls, to say that they have to evacuate their house because it could be bombed, that’s one warning that people get.  And of course you don’t – I mean Naama said they get 90 seconds to get out, sometimes people get – I mean five minutes, okay they get a few minutes but not enough for people to take what they need or sometimes – especially if there’s a person with disability, with visual, with physical disabilities it’s not easy to get out of the house.

White
Can I also ask you Dalal because Naama mentioned other visually impaired people, do you have other blind and partially sighted friends and how are they coping?

Al-taji
Well I have a friend who lives actually on the – in the eastern villages in [name] which is one of the villages that has been targeted.  She’s blind as well and she’s bound in the house, she can’t really do anything.

White
But under normal – I don’t know how normal it ever is – but under normal conditions would you – do you go out alone?

Al-taji
No I can’t go – and I’m totally blind, even under normal conditions because first of all, as you said, anything could happen any time, secondly the infrastructure in Gaza’s not that developed, so the streets are not really the same every day.  I mean you could find something now and if you walk five minutes later it’s been changed.  And as you well know with a visual impaired person you have to have a particular track that you learn and when it changes it does confuse, so I don’t even move on my own even under – as you say – normal circumstances.

White
So you mean things like pavements, for example, might have disappeared or structures may have been put up?

Al-taji
A hole may be put here or there – yes.

White
Naama, you’re in Edinburgh at the moment and you’ve left for the time being and that was a trip, I think, that was planned but you brought it forward but was that complicated by the current situation?

Shang
Yes we don’t have a support network, people can’t really run around for us and get things and we were feeling very helpless because my husband is also totally blind.  We felt that it was going to get worse before it gets better, which unfortunately proved to be true.

White
Can I ask you how you feel about being away at this time, I mean clearly there must I guess be a sense of relief but are you concerned about what’s happening at home?

Shang
Absolutely.  There is a sense of relief but yes we are very concerned about people who we know that are still there.  We’re obviously very concerned about our home, it’s a very confronting thought that it could be destroyed and it’s not just in theory, places around us have been.  So it’s – we’re thinking oh well is there a place to go back to, will there be a place to go back to.

White
I think you have had explosions in nearby streets?

Shang
Yes, yeah, yes.

White
And Dalal, of course we know that - international news we know that things have become more worrying for people in the last few days, what effect is that having on you?

Al-taji
Actually things have gone, as you said, have intensified and that’s really more worrying.  I mean you’re always thinking to yourself okay now you’re okay what’s going to happen in the next minute.  Also you feel sad about the people around you, I mean the people – these people could be your friends, could be your relatives, could be your colleagues, could be – I mean you really that for everybody.

White
Dalal, I mean do you have any options, for example I mean is there any chance that you might be able to leave or would want to?

Al-taji
At the moment if I wanted to leave we only have the Egyptian border and of course the Egyptian border’s closed except it’s open – except for people who have visas, foreign visas or residents in a country.  This is one thing.  Secondly, I wouldn’t want to leave because this is my house, this is my country, these are my people, I can’t really just leave all of this and go.  Of course I wish to study and I hope for in the future to do my PhD, that’s one of my dreams but hopefully one day it will work but it’s not an option for me to leave.

White
Can I just ask you both, from a purely personal, not a political, point of view, Naama can you see an end to this?

Shang
No and that’s – one thing that keeps going through my mind since we started this interview is that actually Dalal and I are on the same side, we say the same things, we experience the same things and it’s just – it brings a point even closer to home, look we all want peace.  I think – I mean the person on the street, I’m not talking about the politicians – they do what they do, that’s their thing – we just want normal – some sort of sanity. And I don’t see that this is going to happen in the current environment unfortunately.

White
And Dalal, can I ask you the same – can you see an end?

Al-taji
Actually I mean as Naama said we are both talking on the same side and if you talk to any Palestinian person here he’ll say the same, any person on the street.  We just want to live a normal life, we want peace.  I hope – I mean I don’t want to be pessimistic and say no – I hope that the – I mean it has to stop because I mean in the end [indistinct words]…and it really has to stop and I hope that it stops.

White
Dalal and Naama, thank you both very much for joining us on the programme.

Shang
Thank you Peter, thank you.

Al-taji
Thank you Peter.

White
And significantly after our recorded conversation Dalal and Naama were trying to arrange how and if and when they could sit down and share a cup of coffee together.

Music – RNIB Choir

And in next week's programme we've had many examples of singers, instrumentalists, composers but very few examples in music of blind people being what you might call the boss, the conductor. On the face of it the reasons perhaps seem obvious - isn't it a role which requires eye contact, visual gesture, precise timing based on watching each other? But perhaps those preconceptions, like so many more about blindness, are wrong. 

Himonides
I think that this to a great extent has to do with a kind of underlying stereotype about what non-verbal communication might be.  And this is one of the main reasons why I wanted to be part of that day and understand more about this completely novel context of non-verbal communication because usually when we refer to the term non-verbal communication we infer that we are talking about something that has to do with the visual parts, the visual aspect.

White
But it is difficult, isn’t it, I mean…

Himonides
It’s extremely difficult.

White
I mean we don’t do – I don’t do eye contact, I’m not making eye contact with you at the moment, isn’t that a very important part of the process?

Himonides
It is understood to be a very important part of the process and it’s something that when it exists it can be very helpful but in this particular context we discovered that it is not the only thing that can be there, we actually experience something novel and we experienced a non-verbal communication context where the non-verbal part was again auditory.

White
Music educator Evangelos Himonides.  And next week we’ll be meeting three women who’ve all been on a conductors’ course and have emerged determined to take their newly acquired skills further.

And if you have anything at all to say about tonight’s programme well we’d like to hear from you, you can contact our actionline for 24 hours after the programme, the number 0800 044 044 or you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk.  There’s more information on our website and from there you can also download tonight’s programme or arrange to download future editions.  From me, Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat and the team, goodbye.

